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Double-digit export growth in FY19 

The country’s merchandise export earnings grew by 10.55 percent year-on-year to $40.53 billion in the immediate

past fiscal year riding on a high volume of garment shipment in a favourable external business environment. The

earnings were 3.94 percent higher than the annual target of $39 billion in 2018-19. In 2017-18, Bangladesh

exported goods worth $36.66 billion. However, June recorded one of the lowest export receipts at $2.78 billion,

which is also 5.27 percent less than that of the corresponding month in the previous fiscal year, according to Export

Promotion Bureau (EPB) data released yesterday. In June of 2017-18, Bangladesh’s export earnings were $2.93

billion. June’s receipts were also 22.65 percent lower than the monthly target of $3.60 billion set by the

government. In Bangladesh, the fiscal year is counted between July of a year and June of the next year. Garment

export earnings, which accounted for over 84 percent of the national exports, amounted to $34.13 billion,

registering an 11.49 percent year-on-year growth. Of the amount, $16.88 billion came from knitwear and $17.24

billion from woven garment products. Earnings from apparel shipment were 4.57 percent higher than the target of

$32.68 billion. Some $30.61 billion was earned in fiscal 2017-18. 
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https://www.thedailystar.net/business/export/news/double-digit-export-growth-fy19-1768774

Current account deficit narrows 40pc

A massive decline in import and an inflow of record remittance have helped narrow the current account deficit by

40 percent in the first 11 months of the just concluded fiscal year, much to the relief of the Bangladesh Bank. “This

is a good trend that will help stabilise the country’s foreign exchange regime,” said AB Mirza Azizul Islam, a former

adviser to a caretaker government. At the end of May the current account deficit stood at $5.17 billion, according

to data from the central bank. But the import of capital machinery and raw materials has nosedived, which is

worrying though, Islam said. This means a slowdown in the productive sector and employment generation is

impending. Exports have so far showed a good performance and more initiatives should be taken to keep it up, he

said. Between July last year and May this year, exports increased 11.45 percent year-on-year to $37.18 billion,

while imports grew only 2.62 percent to $51.84 billion. This narrowed the trade deficit by 14.56 percent year-on-

year to $14.65 billion. Both current account and trade deficit trends have given some breathing space to the

government, said Salehuddin Ahmed, a former governor of the central bank. Despite attracting a record remittance

last fiscal year, the inflow dropped 11.55 percent to $1.36 billion in June, he said, while urging the central bank and

the government to focus on the issue on a priority basis.

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/banking/news/current-account-deficit-narrows-40pc-

1768762
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People’s Leasing faces liquidation

The government has directed the central bank to liquidate People’s Leasing and Financial Services (PLFS), a non-

bank financial institution, due to deterioration of its financial health in the last several years. If the liquidation goes

through -- in line with the Financial Institutions Act, 1993 -- it will be a first in Bangladesh’s financial sector.

Previously, two banks -- Bank of Credit and Commerce International and Oriental -- that were on their last legs

were restructured but not liquidated. Liquidation of PLFS means closing its operations permanently and the

government will take actions to settle liabilities by selling off its assets. But the central bank as the regulator has to

take approval from the High Court before liquidation. Earlier on June 27, the finance ministry instructed the central

bank to shutter the NBFI for its failure to improve its conditions, said Asadul Islam, senior secretary of the banking

division.

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/peoples-leasing-faces-liquidation-1768792

Steps taken to make capital market vibrant: PM 

Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina yesterday said her government has taken various steps to ensure a vibrant capital

market that will supplement its efforts to make Bangladesh a developed country by 2041. “Various measures are

being taken to protect the interests of investors which will ensure a conducive environment for a vibrant capital

market,” she said. The prime minister spoke while inaugurating a regional seminar on “Financial literacy and

investment protection”. The Bangladesh Securities and Exchange Commission (BSEC) and the Asian Development

Bank (ADB) jointly organised the seminar at Pan Pacific Sonargaon hotel in Dhaka. Hasina said industrialisation is

the key to employment generation in the country and it requires investors from home and abroad along with the

investment capital. The premier said the government believes that the capital market can play an important role in

generating new entrepreneurs and investors through creating partnership with the common people. 
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NBR to issue VAT consultant licence

The National Board of Revenue will give licences to eligible individuals as VAT consultants to advise businesses on

issues related to value-added tax and represent them in tax offices. The revenue board has already framed rules

tilted VAT Consultant Licencing Rules-2019 to facilitate issuance of such licences for removal of scarcity of skilled

professionals in the sector. Officials said that the number of businesses and coverage of the indirect tax had been

expanding remarkably along with the growing economy of the country but the number of independent VAT

professionals was very insignificant causing difficulties for traders in receiving effective services from VAT officials.

Businesses or their representatives cannot effectively handle the issues due to lack of specialised knowledge on

VAT laws, rules and updated provisions on the issues, they said. Trained and skilled VAT consultants will be able to

give better suggestions to businesses and represent the businesses in the VAT offices on issues including tax

disputes, they added. 

http://www.newagebd.net/article/77889/nbr-to-issue-vat-consultant-licence
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https://thefinancialexpress.com.bd/trade/country-to-get-car-assembling-plant-by-2022-

1562585298

Rangs brings new hybrid SUV 

Rangs Limited, an automotive distributor in Bangladesh, has introduced a four-wheeler drive plug-in hybrid sport

utility vehicle named Mitsubishi Outlander PHEV.  Shoeb Ahmed, chief executive officer of the company,

announced the market launch of the Outlander PHEV (plug-in hybrid electric vehicle) from the fleet of Mitsubishi at

a press conference at a Mitsubishi outlet in the capital’s Tejgaon yesterday. PHEV has come with a newly designed

2.0-liter engine with twin motors, which ensure high-performance by providing ample power whenever necessary.

The vehicle can reach up to 201 horse power in terms of raw power in hybrid mode. The four-wheel drive SUV

power comes with hybrid efficiency, making it a perfect combination. Ahmed said the 12-kilowatt-hour battery is

capable of running the vehicle up to 54kms on electric mode, with no fuel consumption and carbon dioxide

emissions. The battery can be charged at home or garage and charging appliances come with the vehicle. 

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/rangs-brings-new-hybrid-suv-1768753

The consumption of cement, one the key construction materials, has increased in the country amid growing

urbanization, real estate business, and large-scale development projects of the government.  According to

Bangladesh Cement Manufacturers Association (BCMA), breaking the previous record, cement sale was the highest

33 million tons in 2018, up from 29 million tons in 2017 — an around 12% rise. The BCMA data shows that the

consumption of cement across the country posted an average growth of 10-15% in the last 10 years. According to

On Field Investment Research (OFIR), the first independent research organization dedicated to Global Building

Materials, based in London, the global demand for cement declined by 2.8% in 2018, while Bangladesh posted a

12% growth in the year. OFIR projects that in 2019 global cement demand might fall by 1.6%, while BCMA sees the

annual growth of 10% to continue at least for the next five years.

'Country to get car assembling plant by 2022'

The government plans to set up an automatic assembling plant by 2022 to produce cars aiming to meet its local

demand. Industries Minister Nurul Majid Mahmud Humayun gave the information in the parliament yesterday,

reports BSS. Humayun said Pragoti Industries Limited will implement a ‘modern automatic assembling plant setting

up project’ in the country by 2021-2022. Once the project is implemented, cars will be produced locally by the

progressive manufacturing method, which will help meet the local demand of cars, he said. Pragoti Industries

Limited is the lone state-run car assembling entity under the Bangladesh Steel and Engineering Corporation (BSEL)

of the industries ministry.
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Growing demand fuels cement industry growth 

https://www.dhakatribune.com/business/economy/2019/07/08/growing-demand-fuels-cement-

industry-growth
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A meeting of the crisis management core committee in the garment sector yesterday ended without any decision

on fixing the deadline to pay monthly salary and festival bonuses to apparel workers before Eid-ul-Adha. “We held

the meeting mainly to urge the factory owners so that they pay the workers timely before the Eid festival,” Begum

Monnujan Sufian, state minister for labour and employment, said at the meeting with the stakeholders at the

secretariat in the capital. She said the ministry would hold more meetings soon with factory owners, government

high-ups, the industrial police and the leaders of trade bodies in the garment sector to set the deadline for paying

the workers before the Eid festival. The government formed the committee in 2013 to monitor the labour situation

in all industrial sectors and address labourers’ grievances. The state minister urged factory owners to allow Eid

vacation in phases so that workers can leave their workplaces smoothly by avoiding massive traffic jam before the

Eid. The production in the garment sector should not be hampered owing to the vacation, she said. In the

yesterday’s meeting, Sufian also said the government is monitoring the payment situation so that the workers need

not to go to their village homes without receiving the festival allowance and monthly salary.
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ACI launches two models of Sonalika tractors 

ACI Motors, as a distributor of India-based multinational International Tractors, yesterday introduced two models

of Sonalika tractors of 48 horsepower and 75 horsepower engine capacities priced at Tk 10.60 lakh and 13.50 lakh

respectively. At the launching in the capital’s ACI Centre, FH Ansarey, managing director and chief executive officer

of ACI Motors, said the farm mechanisation units feature fuel efficient engines and high speed, torque gearboxes.

Other aspects include spacious driving platforms, digital instrument clusters and aerodynamic designs, “all of which

represents the latest technologies”, he said. Deepak Mittal, managing director of International Tractors, said these

new tractors would aid Bangladesh’s agriculture and economic development. Subrata Ranjan Das, executive

director of ACI Motors, said Sonalika, which they launched in 2007, has been the highest selling tractor brand in

Bangladesh for the last five years, with the annual sales volume reaching 3,000 unit. Rahul Mittal, director of

International Tractors, and Gaurav Saxena, president and chief executive officer, were also present.

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/aci-launches-two-models-sonalika-tractors-1768744

RMG core committee yet to fix deadline for payment 

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/rmg-core-committee-yet-fix-deadline-payment-

1768750
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Local ceramic industry grows to fetch foreign currencies

Ceramics industry has turned into a booming manufacturing sector in Bangladesh over the years, cashing in on

growing demand both in domestic and international markets.  Since 1958, this sector has flourished tremendously

and in last ten years the total ceramic industry’s production growth rose by almost 200%.  At present the industry

caters to 85% of local demands while because of high quality, ceramic products  of Bangladesh have huge demand

in international markets as well.  According to Bangladesh Ceramics Manufacturers and Exporters Association

(BCMEA), a total of 66 ceramic manufactures are operating in the country, producing mainly tableware, tiles and

sanitary ware.  Of these factories, 20 are making tableware, 28 tiles, while 18 are producing sanitary ware.

Investment of all the factories amounts to a total of Tk8,616 crore, while about 50,000 people are directly involved

in the industry.  

https://www.dhakatribune.com/business/economy/2019/07/08/local-ceramic-industry-grows-to-

fetch-foreign-currencies

Onion price shoots up

The price of onion shot up to Tk 50 a kilogram in the city’s kitchen markets in two days due to a sharp increase in

wholesale prices of the item. The price of onion increased by 66.67 per cent in the retail markets in two days as the

item was selling at Tk 30 a kg on Saturday.  Traders said that the wholesale prices of onion jumped to Tk 40 a kg

from Tk 20-22 a kg on Sunday and they (retailers) have been forced to sell the item up to Tk 50 a kg. ‘Wholesale

prices of onions witnessed a sharp hike on Sunday but it decreased on Monday. The prices of perishable items are

always unpredictable,’ Narayan Chandra Saha, proprietor of Nabin Traders at Shyambazar in old Dhaka, told New

Age on Monday. He said that the wholesale price of the local variety of onion was increased to Tk 40 a kg while

imported item was sold at Tk 32 a kg in Shyambazar on Sunday. Narayan said that the wholesale prices of local

onion decreased by Tk 7-8 a kg on Monday and it was wholesaled at Tk 32-33 a kg in the market.

http://www.newagebd.net/article/77925/onion-price-shoots-up

India raises import tariffs, taxes on the super rich

India raised import tariffs on nearly 75 items including gold and automobile parts in its new budget and increased

taxes on the rich to help pay for recapitalising banks and supporting small business in a bid to revive sagging

growth, reports Reuters. Aiming to restart investment that's at its weakest level in years, Prime Minister Narendra

Modi's government also proposed giving foreign investors a bigger role in India's giant insurance and aviation

sectors, which have been tightly controlled for decades. Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman unveiled the

proposals while presenting to parliament the budget for fiscal year ending March 31, 2020, the first since the

Hindu nationalist-led government was re-elected in a vote spanning April and May. Modi, boosted by his election

victory, has set a target of growing India into a $5.0 trillion economy by 2024/2025 from $2.7 trillion. 
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